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a b s t r a c t
Effective detection of traffic participants is crucial for driver assistance systems. Traffic
safety data reveal that the majority of preventable pedestrian fatalities occurred at night.
The lack of light at night may cause dysfunction of sensors like cameras. This paper proposes an alternative approach to detect traffic participants using cost-effective arrayed
ultrasonic sensors. Candidate features were extracted from the collected episodes of pedestrians, cyclists, and vehicles. A conditional likelihood maximization method based on
mutual information was employed to select an optimized subset of features from the candidates. The belonging probability to each group along with time was determined based on
the accumulated object type attributes outputted from a support vector machine classifier
at each time step. Results showed an overall detection accuracy of 86%, with correct detection rate of pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles around 85.7%, 76.7% and 93.1%, respectively.
The time needed for detection was about 0.8 s which could be further shortened when the
distance between objects and sensors was shorter. The effectiveness of arrayed ultrasonic
sensors on objects detection would provide all-around-the-clock assistance in low-speed
situations for driving safety.
Ó 2019 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction
Walking and bicycling are fundamental modes of transportation. However, more than 2000 cyclists and 7000 pedestrians
were killed annually in the European Union, accounted for 27% of all fatalities [1]. The situation was even worse in the emerging and developing countries like India and China [2]. Their rapid economic growths increase travel demand, but overwhelm
the limited transportation infrastructure. The traffic in these developing countries is characterized by a wide mix of vehicle
types and pedestrians that differ substantially in their dimensions, performance capabilities and driver behavior. These situations greatly challenge the availability and feasibility of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS). To avoid crashes with
cyclists and pedestrians in mixed traffic, it is critical to detect the moving objects to help car drivers notice them when they
are around the vehicle [3]. It is noted that current studies always treated pedestrians or cyclists separately without distinguishing the differences between them in a single study. However, their mobility flexibilities and patterns do differentiate.
With a clear understanding of the object types around the vehicle, ADAS could carry out different strategies to keep drivers
being aware of the imminent conflicts or to help drivers prevent crashes when they are not aware of the dangers [4,5].
⇑ Corresponding author.
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To understand the surrounding environment, most of the current techniques developed to detect vehicles, pedestrians
and cyclists are based on visible-light cameras [5–7]. Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) features combining with Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification algorithms are commonly used to establish the object detection methods based on
camera systems [8]. Baek et al. proposed a developed SVM algorithm to detect pedestrians using HOG features [9]. Results
indicated promising applications in detection accuracy and computation time. A HOG + SVM method was proposed to detect
vehicles on road in [10] and results showed competitive performance in field applications. Similarly, cyclists were successfully extracted from naturalistic driving videos using HOG pattern recognition methods in [11].
Recent adoption of deep learning methodologies, convolutional neural networks (CNN) in particular, further improves
the object detection technologies based on camera systems [8,12]. By training networks like ResNet [13], VGG [14] and
GoogleNet [15] for classification, models learn to extract powerful features from raw pixels for object detection. Ouyang
et al. proposed a joint deep network architecture for pedestrian detection [16]. The architecture jointly learns feature
extraction, deformation handling, occlusion handling, and classification to maximize the strength of each component.
Results showed an average miss rate of 8.57% on the examined dataset [17] proposed a model that included multiple
build-in subnetworks to detect pedestrians with scales from disjoint ranges. The final detection decision were made from
an adaptive combination of the outputs from the subnetworks. Competitive results were reported to prove the state-of-theart performance.
However, night time situation may cause dysfunction of these camera systems. Because of the lack of light, dynamically
changing light distribution and increasing image noise at night time, the extracted features from images will be severely
degraded [18]. On rural roads without lighting facilities, it is hardly for camera systems to detect objects, even for human
eyes. Traffic safety statistics show that the majority (77%) of preventable pedestrian fatalities occurred at night in 2015 in
the U.S. [19]. This study also compared the fatalities elimination effectiveness of different sensor technologies. Results
showed that using cameras only cannot give a satisfactory performance on pedestrian fatalities elimination at night. In summary, although camera systems are cost-effective and show high detection accuracy in daytime, nighttime situation is a
major disadvantage which strongly limits their practical applications. Alternatively, ultrasonic, radar or lidar systems may
contribute, independent of the lighting condition [19].
Based on a radar system, Hyun et al. proposed a coherent phase difference method to detect pedestrians in complex environments [20]. Results showed that the method could effectively distinguish pedestrians from the background environment.
Based on a 3D lidar system, Asvadi et al. proposed an environment perception system by employing a ground surface estimation and an object detection model to recognize cyclists and pedestrians [21]. Results demonstrated the effectiveness and
efficiency of the proposed method based on the KITTI database. To solve the sparse point cloud problem of departing pedestrians in lidar detection, [22] proposed a density enhancement method to rehabilitate the shapes of pedestrians. Naturalistic
driving data were used to examine the effectiveness of the enhancement method. However, although both radar and lidar
systems can be effective in object detection, these approaches are much more expensive than camera or ultrasonic systems
[19].
Patole et al. reviewed various aspects of sensor technologies in automotive applications (e.g., pedestrian and cyclist detection) [7]. Considering the influence of lighting and cost in practical applications, ultrasonic sensor may be a promising candidate for object detection in low-speed traffic situations. However, none of the previous studies using ultrasonic sensors
have tried to distinguish the object types which is commonly analyzed in camera systems. Liang and Juang proposed a
SVM approach to classify moving objects (pedestrians, vehicles, bicycles, and motorcycles) using a combination of static
appearance features and spatial and temporal entropy values from camera systems [23]. Zangenehpour et al. presented a
SVM classification method to detect pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles using extracted HOG features from video images collected in low-speed traffic situations [24].
Accordingly, this study aims to develop an automated road user detection methodology using arrayed ultrasonic sensors.
Moving objects are categorized into three groups: pedestrians, cyclists, and motor vehicles. A prior analysis on the performance of the used ultrasonic sensors was presented in [25]. That paper focuses on an introduction of the dynamical tracking
capability of the employed sensors. This paper further extends the previous work to recognize the types of the detected
objects. The contributions of this study include: (1) We utilize a scheme to effectively detect pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles based on arrayed ultrasonic sensors. Although this methodology may not be entirely novel in the field of computer
science, this work is the first to combine and use this method in ultrasonic sensor application in automotive engineering.
(2) The effective features for object detection using ultrasonic sensors are learned from the original features by approximating iterative maximizers of the conditional likelihood. Therefore, far more candidate features can be proposed to cover more
information of the target objects from the original signals without worrying the effectiveness of the potential features. (3) A
decision making method based on Dempster-Shafer theory (DST) is developed to determine the object type along with time.
Outputs of the SVM classifier may not be consistent at each time step. Addressing how to correctly recognize the object type
along with time would help enhance the design of driver assistance systems based on ultrasonic sensors.

2. Scheme of the detection algorithm
The scheme for moving objects detection is shown in Fig. 1. Following the original data module as the foundation of the
proposed algorithm, three phases are organized sequentially:
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the detection algorithm.

(1) Selecting the optimized feature subset: The original signals are the measured distances di between the ultrasonic sensors and objects. Candidate features are derived from the measured distances. A conditional likelihood maximization
method based on mutual information is adopted to reduce the feature dimensionality for an optimized subset.
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(2) Classifying the digital appearance at each time step: Support Vector Machine (SVM) was employed for this task. At
each time step, the SVM classifier generates a classification output of the detected object using the selected features
as inputs to describe the ‘digital appearance’ of the detected object.
(3) Computing the belonging probability to each group along with time: The classification results are fed into an object
type recognition algorithm. The algorithm computes the belonging probability to each group along with time based
on the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence.
3. Method
3.1. System configuration and data collection
The detectable distance range of the ultrasonic sensors used in this study is about 5 m, and the detectable angle range is
about 120 degrees. Because of the detection scope limitation of a single ultrasonic sensor, multiple ones are needed for applications in vehicles to detect surrounding objects. Therefore, eight sensors with an interval of 50 cm between each were
arrayed linearly to detect objects. Two typical firing sequences, serial firing and mutual firing, were applicable, while the
serial firing sequence was employed in this study because of its relatively better performance as reported in [25]. The firing
period T was 50 ms. An additional camera was used for data synchronization and verification.
Real traffic data were collected on the main roads in Tsinghua University. See Fig. 2 for the examples of the collected
images. To prepare the training and testing data for the SVM classifier, a manual coding method was used to label the object
type (pedestrians, cyclists or vehicles) in each episode by visual identification. The beginning of each episode was defined as
the time when the first sensor received the first returning echo from the detected object, and the ending as the time when
the last sensor received the last returning echo. The duration of each episode varied from 3 to 7 s with one object appeared in
each. Although detection of a single road user using ultrasonic sensors is quite straight-forward, it would still contribute to
the automotive industry as this cost-effective method has never been reported before in this research community. The detection and localization of multiple objects in one episode using ultrasonic sensors will be conducted in our further extended
work based on this study.
3.2. Candidate features
Each sensor measured and returned the distance between an object and the sensor itself. The arrayed system would
return a vector including eight measured distances at each time step. Four function groups were designed to describe the
characteristics of detected objects, including successive minus data, secondary successive minus data, ratio of successive
minus data and the original data. See (1)–(3) for the calculation formulas of the employed functions. In each firing period
of the arrayed system, the original data, successive minus data, secondary successive minus data, and successive ratio data
would be collected or computed. Six features was derived from the original data. See Table 1. The mean, standard deviation,
and range of the other three datasets were computed to collect nine features. All these 15 features were combined together
to form a feature vector for the following phase. Although the arrayed sensors cannot directly measure sizes and velocities of
the detected objects, the differences of these attributes among the object types would result in the differences of the proposed candidate features.
The successive minus data Dds is given as:

Ddsi ¼ di  diþ1

ð1Þ

where di is the measured distance to the detected object from sensor i.
The secondary successive minus data Ddss is given as:

dssi ¼ Ddsi  Ddsiþ1

ð2Þ

Fig. 2. Examples of the collected episodes.
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Table 1
Candidate features.
Data sources

#

Descriptions

Features

Unit

Original data (d)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Number of valid data
Standard deviation
Range, i.e. max–min
(Fist measure – last measure)/Range
(Last measure – min)/Range
(First measure – min)/Range
Mean
Standard deviation
Range
Mean
Standard deviation
Range
Mean
Standard deviation
Range

Num
Std
Range
FLPR
LMPR
FMPR
MeanS
StdS
RangeS
MeanSS
StdSS
RangeSS
MeanD
StdD
RangeD

–
cm
cm
–
–
–
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
–
–
–

The successive minus data (Dds)

The secondary successive minus data (Ddss)

The successive ratio data (Ddd)

The successive ratio data Ddd is given as:

Dddi ¼ di =diþ1

ð3Þ

3.3. Feature selection
To select an optimized subset from the 15 candidate features, a conditional likelihood maximization method based on
mutual information is employed [26]. This method incorporates the feature relevancy and redundancy concepts together
to select the optimized subset by approximate iterative maximizers of the conditional likelihood. The optimized subset is
a best balance between the relevancy and redundancy of the candidate features. The criterion of feature selection using
the joint mutual information (JMI), which has been proved to be the best tradeoff in terms of accuracy, stability, and flexibility with small data samples [26], is:

J JMI ðX k Þ ¼

X 




1 X 
I X k X j ; C ¼ I ðX k ; C Þ 
I X k ; X j  I X k ; X j jC
jsj X 2s
X 2s
j

ð4Þ

j

where X k ; X j 2 the candidate features, C 2 {pedestrian, cyclist, vehicle}, s is the set of features already selected, jsj is the cardinality of the s set. The algorithm selects the kth feature X k that maximizes the left-hand-side of the formulas. All entries of
the right-hand-side of the formulas above can be divided into three categories according to their function: IðX k ; C Þmeasures


the correlation between terms X k and object type label C, I X k ; X j measures the redundancy between terms X k and X j ,


andI X k ; X j jC measures the complementariness between terms X k and X j .
3.4. Object type recognition based on classifier outputs
To date, SVM has been commonly used in supervised learning tasks. ‘‘SVMs are based on statistical learning techniques
and can be used for pattern classification and inference of nonlinear relationships between variables” [27]. As SVM is originally a binary classifier, a one-versus-rest strategy was utilized in the model training for each group (vehicle, pedestrian or
cyclist). The same number of episodes were randomly selected from the other two groups to generate a balanced negative
dataset in each training process. The performance of a SVM classifier with Gaussian kernel relies on the selection of regularization parameter R and kernel spread gamma (c). The best combination of R and c was selected using a grid search method.
Typically, each combination of the parameters was verified using a five-fold cross validation method, and the combination
with the highest cross-validation accuracy was selected. The introduction to LIBSVM MATLAB toolbox used in this study can
be found in [28].
Using the chosen descriptors from feature selection as inputs of the classifier, a classified object type would be outputted
at each time step. However, the output classification result may not be consistent along with time, which has not been analysed well in the existed literature. Thus, how to correctly recognize the type of the moving objects along with time is the key
element in our proposed method. The following algorithm has been proposed to solve this problem.
The temporal likelihood of the three defined categories is calculated according to (5). If only one returned echo measurement has been received in total from the beginning of the episode, the temporal likelihood will be denoted as ‘not specified’.
Otherwise, it will be calculated according to the majority outputs of the historical data in the episode.



PðCjtÞ ¼

not specified; if only 1 echo is receiv ed
nCt =Nt

otherwise

ð5Þ
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where C 2 fpedestrian; cyclist; v ehicleg, PðCjtÞ is the temporal likelihood of the examined episode at time t, nCt is the number
of accumulated data points categorized into type C by the classifier at time t in the episode, N t is the total number of data
points at time t in the episode. Note that PðnotspecifiedjtÞ þ PðpedestrianjtÞ þ PðcyclistjtÞ þ Pðv ehiclejtÞ ¼ 1.
The category label at time t was determined based on the Dempster-Shafer theory (DST) of evidence, a promising
improvement on ‘traditional’ approaches to decision making [29]. The DST, based on the use of probabilities with upper
and lower bounds, has subsequently been popularized in artificial intelligence and expert systems with particular emphasis
on combining evidences from different sources [30].
Set the uncertainty set H ¼ fpedestrian; cyclist; v ehicleg and define the basic probability assignment (bpa) function as:



mt ðC Þ ¼

t¼0

0

ð6Þ

PðCjtÞ otherwise

where C H. The bpa function is also known as a mass function, similar to the posterior probability in the Bayesian theory.
Then the belief function accepting C and the plausibility function not rejecting C can be defined as:

Belt ðC Þ ¼

X

AC

mt ðAÞ

ð7Þ

Plt ðC Þ ¼ 1  Belt ðCÞ

ð8Þ

Thus, the confidence interval of C is ½Belt ðC Þ; Plt ðC Þ. Regarding the sequential outputs from classifier as evidence sources,
the combination of these mass function is defined according to Dempster rule:

ðm1  m2      mt ÞðCÞ ¼

K¼

X

1
K

X

m1 ðC 1 Þ  m2 ðC 2 Þ    mt ðC t Þ

ð9Þ

C 1 \C 2 \\C t ¼C

m1 ðC 1 Þ  m2 ðC 2 Þ    mt ðC t Þ

ð10Þ

C 1 \C 2 \\C t –£

The coefficient K is known as the normalization factor, while 1  K indicates the conflict among the evidences.
The final decision on the category label at time t is determined by the proposed method as shown in (11).

Labelðt Þ ¼

8
< not  spicified;

if max Belt ðC Þ < Belt ðHÞ

: arg max Belt ðCÞ;

otherwise

C

ð11Þ

C

where Labelðt Þ is the detection result of the examined episode at time t, Belt ðCÞ is the lower bound of the confidence interval
of labelling the object as C.
4. Results and discussion
In total, 210 episodes of pedestrians, 236 of cyclists and 320 of vehicles were collected. Multi-features were derived from
the originally collected signals. A conditional likelihood maximization method based on mutual information was employed
to select an optimized subset of features from the candidates. The belonging probability to each group along with time was
determined based on the outputs from classifiers using the proposed recognition method. The distance effect on the detection performance was examined by a simulation experiment. Practical implications and limitations of this study were then
proposed.
4.1. Selected features and detection results
Eight features were selected to achieve the highest classification accuracy. The eight features were: Num, Range, StdD,
RangeS, MeanSS, StdS, Std, RangeD. Among the eight features, three of them were derived from the original data, two from
the successive minus data, one from the secondary successive minus data and two from the successive ratio data. See
Fig. 3 for the differences of the selected features between different object types. Statistical significances were found among
the object type groups in all the selected features. Take Fig. 3(c) for an example, the standard deviation of the successive ratio
data describes the shape and size of the detected objects. If a detected object is covered with a flat surface (e.g., a vehicle), the
successive ratio data will not fluctuate much, thus the value of its standard deviation will be smaller as illustrated. Larger
size of vehicles also contributes to lower level of Range, RangeD, and Std. A SVM classifier was then employed to recognize
the detected objects based on the eight selected features. A five-fold method was applied for cross validation. The correct
classification rate could then be measured.
By applying the recognition algorithm based on DST, the probabilities to be recognized as pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles along with time are shown in Fig. 4. The DST takes the outputs from (11) at each time step as evidence and calculates the
lower bounds of belief functions for the three target object types. The probability to accept the hypothesis that the detected
object belongs to the specific category will increase along with time. That is because more evidences have been collected for
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Fig. 3. Differences of the selected features between object types.

decision-making on the object type. Compared with the original outputs regarding the proportional results from the SVM
classifier, the method proposed in this paper boasts the ability of more stable and robust detection since the uncertainty
from sensors and the fluctuation from the SVM classifier is tolerable.
If the probability to be recognized as the correct object type is higher than the other two types and never falls behind after
the first achievement, the episode is considered to be detected correctively which will count for the detection accuracy. In
summary, the overall detection accuracy was 86.0%. Some 85.7% (180 out of 210) of the pedestrians were detected correctly.
The numbers were 76.7% for cyclists, and 93.1% for vehicles. Taking pedestrians and cyclists as a vulnerable road user group,
it was easy to distinguish the vulnerable group from the vehicles. The detection accuracy for the vulnerable group and the
vehicles group were 98.7% and 93.1%, respectively. Only 6 vulnerable group episodes were detected as vehicles, and 22 vehicle episodes were detected as vulnerable road users. However, pedestrians and cyclists were in a way similar to each other so
that the misdetection rate between these two types was high. About 13.3% of the pedestrians were detected as cyclists, and
21.6% of the cyclists were detected as pedestrians.
As for the time needed for detection, it is defined to be the first time onset when the probability to be recognized as the
correct object type is higher than the other two types. As shown in Fig. 4, the time needed for detection were all about 0.8 s
for either pedestrians, cyclists, or vehicles. As indicated in previous studies, drivers’ brake response time to imminent dangers was about 1.0 s [31]. The detection time of the proposed method in this study is shorter than drivers’ brake response
time, which may help a lot in the design of ADASs. As timely detection of moving objects would significantly improve ADASs
performance especially when the objects are in blind zones, a higher data collection frequency may further shorten the time
needed for detection. In the following simulation experiment in Section 4.3, a higher data collection frequency was adopted
to verify the frequency effect on the detection performance.
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Fig. 4. The probability to be recognized as pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles along with time.

4.2. Causation on the detection performance of pedestrians and cyclists
The developed methodology achieved an overall detection accuracy of 86%. However, the detection accuracy varies across
object types and is the highest for vehicles and lower for pedestrians and cyclists. Similar results were found in [24], in which
HOG was used to extract features and SVM was used to recognize moving objects based on camera systems. Due to the similarity in appearance between cyclists and pedestrians (a cyclist consists of a bicycle and a human who rides the bicycle), [24]
reported that cyclists were the most difficult for classification.
Due to the various shapes and surface materials of the detected objects, the number of sensors with valid measured values vary, thus the detection performance would be affected. Pedestrians can be considered as moving cylinders with cloth
surface, vehicles as flat metal surface, and cyclists as a mixture of shapes and surface materials [25]. According to the sensor
models built in [25], shape and surface material of objects would affect the chance of detection, thus the sensor measurements would be affected. As shown in Fig. 5(a), about 2  4 sensors measurements were with valid values in each firing period when pedestrians passed by the arrayed system. The regular fluctuation of each sensor’s measurements was similar to
each other. For cyclists, the number of sensors with valid measurements mainly ranged from 2 to 6. See Fig. 5(b). The fluctuation of each sensor’s measurements was similar to that of pedestrians, which may lead to the relatively high misclassification rates between pedestrians and cyclists. However, the fluctuation of cyclist’s episodes was much more irregular
which would contribute to its lower detection accuracy. For vehicles, the valid sensor number mainly ranged from 5 to 8.
See Fig. 5(c). The length of a vehicle is about 5 m so that most of the sensors could be covered when the vehicle was passing
by the arrayed system. The more valid sensor measurements and regular fluctuations would contribute to the better detection performance.
4.3. Influence of distance on the detection performance
Besides the attributes of moving objects (e.g., shape and surface material), distance between sensors and objects would
also affect the detection performance. However, the distance can never be accurately controlled in naturalistic situations. To
further examine the influence of distance on the detection performance of the arrayed ultrasonic sensors, a simulation platform was employed [25]. The detection results were updated every 160 ms. A cloth covered cylinder model with an 18 cm

Fig. 5. Examples of measurements for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles.
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radius was used as pedestrians in the simulation. Two distances, 180 cm and 320 cm, were examined. See Fig. 6 for the detection performance.
When the distance between sensors and the moving cylinder was 180 cm, it was easily for the arrayed system to detect
and correctly recognize the object type. The corresponding detection time was about 0.32 s. However, when the distance was
320 cm, the detection time delays about 0.5 s. As shown in Fig. 6(b), the moving object cannot be correctly recognized in the
first 0.8 s. As for the influence of data collection frequency on the detection performance, results illustrated in Fig. 6(a) show
that the detection time was significantly shortened when compared with the results illustrated in Fig. 4(a). Therefore, it can
be concluded that both distance and collection frequency affect the detection performance, which needs to be considered in
further applications.

4.4. Practical implications of this study
Although the detection range of ultrasonic sensor is limited, it can be an alternative or assistant approach for camera systems in low-speed traffic situations with mixed traffic participants around vehicles. See the left bottom pictures in Fig. 7 for a
general understanding on the mixed traffic situations which will happen every day all around Beijing, China. Vehicles are
very close to each other, both longitudinal and lateral, with pedestrians and cyclists around vehicles with short distances
where ultrasonic sensors would be helpful for safety enhancement.

Fig. 6. Detection performance of pedestrians in different distance situations.

Fig. 7. A possible sensor configuration on vehicles and the extended applications (EKF for Extended Kalman Filter [25], UKF for Unscented Kalman Filter
[2532]).
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A possible sensor configuration on vehicles and the extended applications are proposed in Fig. 7. The linearly arrayed sensors provide a wider view span for assistance on environment perception around vehicles. The elements connected with
solid black lines, green lines and red lines have already been presented in [25]. The work presented in this paper further
extends the previous work on the key issue of object detection. Marked as dash lines in Fig. 7, object detection method
and tracking method based on arrayed ultrasonic sensors can be applied in the environment perception in congested city
traffic with low speed and mixed traffic participants. Current ADAS systems intensively focus on vehicle safety countermeasures in middle- or high-speed traffic situations, such as forward collision warning systems, lane departure warning systems
and so on. However, lateral safety countermeasures in low-speed and night driving situations have not drawn much attention. The work presented in this paper would provide a novel perspective to improve ADAS development and to strengthen
the environment perception module in autonomous vehicle design. Based on the better environment perception capability,
automatic steering systems could be further developed to help avoid crashes [33].
For applications in traffic management, this work can be used to count pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles to optimize the
design of road infrastructures to provide better transportation services and solutions. Other possible applications include
road access control, parking lot management, automatic toll collection, etc. The advantages of cost-effective and independence of light distribution will encourage ultrasonic systems to be deployed in the above-mentioned systems.
4.5. Contributions, limitations and future work
There are many promising algorithms in the artificial intelligence community and they are quickly updated. Researchers
will not always use the up-to-date-best algorithm in their studies. SVM has been widely used in machine learning tasks with
sound performance. That’s why we use SVM here in this study, but which classifier we use is not the focus of this work. Further efforts can be inspired to adopt other advanced algorithms (e.g., CNN, RNN, etc.) for better performances following the
proposed methodology in this study. Our main contributions focus on the successful employment of arrayed ultrasonic sensors for moving objects detection in automotive applications, which may not be novel in computer science or robotics but
would improve the development of automotive industry. The extracted features to effectively describe the moving objects
and the time-series decision making method based on SVM outputs are the other two contributions which have not been
used for objects detection based on arrayed ultrasonic sensors.
The main limitation of this study is the miss of multiple objects detection in a single episode. As this is our first attempt to
detect moving objects based on arrayed ultrasonic sensors, we cannot solve all the challenging tasks in a single study. Correct
detection of multiple objects is important for traffic safety enhancement. In the future efforts, we will focus on the solution
to multiple objects detection based on arrayed ultrasonic sensors.
As reported in previous studies, using knowledge from multiple kinds of sensor sources is an effective way to enhance the
detection accuracy. Suhr and Jung proposed a parking slot detection system that fused camera video and ultrasonic sensors
[34]. It is reported that the parking slot marking detection could achieve 96% and the occupancy classification rate could
achieve 98%. Prioletti et al. reviewed the literature on pedestrian detection technologies to find out that although computer
vision technologies were still the mainstream in pedestrian detection, approaches based on fusion of multiple sensor sources
were becoming more attractive to both researchers and engineers, due to the higher detection accuracy and better robustness [35]. If information from cameras and ultrasonic sensors could be fused in future work, it would greatly improve the
detection performance in a cost-effective way.

5. Conclusion
This paper proposed a method to detect pedestrians, cyclists, and vehicles using arrayed ultrasonic sensors. Results
showed an overall detection accuracy of 86.0%. Vehicles were relatively easier to be detected, whereas vulnerable road users
(e.g., pedestrians and cyclists) were difficult to be distinguished because of their similar appearance. The time needed for
detection was about 0.8 s which is not very fast but should work for a better understanding on the traffic environment in
slow traffic situations (e.g., mixed congestion with cyclists and pedestrians around vehicles on branch roads). Shorter distance and higher data collection frequency would contribute to a faster detection. The effectiveness of ultrasonic sensors
on objects detection would improve the performance of environment perception module in ADAS development and autonomous vehicle design by jointly working with camera systems to provide all-around-the-clock assistance in future
applications.
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